Technical Visit Course #5
- Training railway workers for the future

General Education Center (JR CENTRAL)

One-Day Visit (Friday, November 1, 2019)

Course Outline:
The General Education Center is an employees’ training center of Central Japan Railway Company (JR Central) about 120 km southwest of Tokyo, in Shizuoka Prefecture. The Center was established in 2011, and has been providing workers engaged in railways with practical and effective education in an excellent learning environment fully equipped with various training facilities. In this technical visit, you will have a chance to visit the main training facilities, such as training rooms for Shinkansen and conventional lines and a training track. You will ride the Tokaido Shinkansen as transportation for this Visit. Please note that an additional fee for the fare of the Shinkansen will be charged.

Time Schedule:
08:00  Meet at the WCRR Congress Venue
08:50  Depart from Tokyo Station by Shinkansen train
10:00  Arrive at Mishima Station
10:15  Arrive at General Education Center
12:30  Depart from General Education Center
12:50  Depart from Mishima Station by Shinkansen train
14:00  Arrive at Tokyo Station and End the Visit

Cost: Extra charge of JPY 10,000 (including tax) for transportation costs
Maximum Number of Participants: 90 (minimum 30)
Lunch for Participants: Box Lunch included (served in Shinkansen train back to Tokyo)
Application Deadline: September 19, 2019

General Education Center (JR Central)
Location: Mishima City, Shizuoka Prefecture
Official Website: https://global.jr-central.co.jp/en/